Rules of Law On-Demand
Nymity LawTables™ is a sophisticated, web-based solution that generates powerful Rules tables, maps, and lists based on
the legal requirements for over 550 privacy laws and regulations. Unprecedented anywhere in the world, Nymity LawTables™
is built upon years of research, compiled in the underlying compliance Rules library conducted by Nymity’s team of privacy
and data protection experts. Rules of Law in Nymity LawTables™ are updated daily empowering the privacy office to leverage
readily available legal research to support cross-jurisdictional initiatives and compliance.
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KEY BENEFITS
Quickly Identifying Common Legal
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IDEAL FOR
Privacy officers who need multijurisdictional
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Privacy Lawyers & Law firms conducting research
on Rules of Law in order to advise clients

Rules of Law On-Demand

FEATURES
Customized Rules Tables
Generate and download specific Rules tables, for example, consent Rules for multiple laws. Nymity LawTables™
allows for easy identification of laws with consent requirements and the quick creation of a table of Rules for the laws
of interest.
Customizable Compliance Heat Maps
Generate and download compliance heat maps for presentations and reporting. Select a criterion, for example,
outsourcing, and generate a compliance heat map of the countries with privacy laws that restrict an organization from
outsourcing the processing of personal data.
Online Investigation of Rules of Law
Prior to generating a Rules table, investigate the Rules dynamically using expert filters. For example, investigate
cross-border transfer Rules in Spain, Italy, France, and Germany.
Instant Drill Down Reports to Rules of Law
At any time, view the actual text of the Rule, in English. If desired, easily send a copy of the Rule to other stakeholders
in the organization. For example, send the Rule for employee monitoring in Germany to the HR department.
Complete Global Coverage
With over 550 privacy and data protection laws, regulations, and codes, Nymity strives to meet 100% coverage. For
example, in the USA alone there are a total of 4,969 Rules (as of March 30, 2015).
Rules Tables based on Multiple Criteria
Create Rules tables based on a wide variety of criteria, including Business Activities (e.g. Privacy Impact
Assessments, Employee Monitoring), Privacy Principles (e.g. Consent), Countries (e.g. Mexico), Data Type (e.g.
Customer), and others.
Rules Required to Demonstrate Compliance
Another first, Nymity LawTables™ identifies which Rules of Law require evidence to demonstrate compliance. For
example, there are 7 laws with a total of 8 Rules in Asia Pacific that have Rules for training employees, the most in any
region of the world.
Customization for Your Countries
Configure Nymity LawTables™ to automatically focus on applicable countries. For example, if you are responsible for
Asia-Pacific you can set up your law tables to reflect the countries in Asia Pacific where your organization operates, or
set it up to exclude results from countries in which it does not.
Precedents On-Demand
All Rules link to relevant case law and regulator decisions to provide guidance on compliance expectations from
authorities.

SCHEDULE A DEMONSTRATION @ WWW.NYMITY.COM/LAWTABLES
About Nymity
Nymity is the leading global research company specializing in accountability, risk, and compliance software solutions for the
privacy office. Nymity's suite of software solutions helps organizations attain, maintain, and demonstrate data privacy
compliance. Organizations all over the world rely on Nymity's software solutions to proactively and efficiently manage their
privacy programs - empowering them to comply with confidence. For more information visit www.nymity.com.

